International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by Dr Horace
Dobbs in 1978
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COVER STORY
EDUCATION, INSPIRATION, ACTION, ACHIEVEMENT
is the slogan for International Dolphin Watch in 2011
Melanie Parker, the long term Honorary Secretary of IDW,
tells how this slogan came about
PART ONE
Ever since it was founded by medical research scientist Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978
International Dolphin Watch has led the way in exploring the unique bond that
exists between dolphins and humans. Now new and exciting ways are being
explored of taking the joy that dolphins bring into our lives into education, art and
music in England, The Czech Republic and Germany.

Early Days – The arrival of Donald in 1974
Horace‟s fascination with dolphins started in 1963 when he formed The Oxford
Underwater Research Group that had a dolphin for an emblem. Horace‟s
fascination turned into a passion to gain an
insight into how dolphins use their human size
brains when he met a friendly wild dolphin,
named Donald, off the Isle of Man in 1974.
The ground breaking film Ride a Wild
Dolphin* that Horace made with YTV gave a
new insight into the physical and emotional
bonds that can be formed between dolphins
and humans that would have been impossible
before divers could move freely under the sea
using aqualungs.
*Available as a DVD from the Dolphin Shop:
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html

Horace‟s later films and painstaking research with several different
friendly wild dolphins in various locations revealed quite clearly
that encounters with dolphins can be so uplifting that they can help
those with emotional problems and even more profound conditions
such as clinical depression.
Prior to meeting Donald, Horace spent nine years in full time
medical research studying the relationship between the chemical
structure and the mode of action of new drugs that worked in the
brain – the so called psychotropic drugs. When he applied this
knowledge to what happened when human minds were clearly changed by encounters with dolphins the
researcher could not explain how the dolphin effect worked in terms of reductive science – especially as no
chemical substances were involved. Whatever was happening appeared to be of a spiritual nature which he
couldn‟t understand.
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It was a Japanese healer who had a lifelong love of dolphins,
Shizuko Ouwehand, whose husband was Professor of Japanese
Studies at Zurich University, who gave Horace a clue to the
mechanism he was searching for.
To Shizuko the explanation of the benefits of associating with
dolphins, both real and virtual, was clear cut. The answer was ki, or
chi, the foundation of Chinese medicine that had been practiced for
centuries - long before western medicine as we know it took hold.
Shizuko introduced Horace to her Ki Energy Master, Professor
Masato Nakagawa. And Horace saw for himself in Japan just how
efficacious his modernised version of his
Ki energy treatment was for all manner of
medical conditions.
Horace describes how he applied this new knowledge in
his book Dolphin Healing
* published by Piatkus Books.
*available from the Dolphin Shop:
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html

Dolphins Under Threat
One of Horace’s main reasons for setting up
International Dolphin Watch was for the
conservation of dolphins whose long term
future on our planet was under threat –
especially by the Japanese who were
herding dolphins and slaughtering them.
Horace Dobbs revealed this and other conservation
issues in his follow up book about Donald entitled
Save the Dolphins, with a Foreword by HRH Prince
Philip – President of the WWF.
Horace was very pleased when Follow a
Wild Dolphin was published and later
reprinted in Japanese because it gave
Japanese readers a totally new insight into
the nature of these intelligent sea mammals.
And not to consider them solely as
predators on fish - a view that is still widely
held.

Horace was delighted when two of his very dear
friends, Sakae and Eiji Fujiwara, who were active
conservationists, translated Follow a Wild Dolphin
into Japanese.
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As time passed Horace decided on a three major tactics on his crusade to help dolphins.
One was to encourage members of IDW, especially the young, to use the internet as a weapon. To become
WEBSITE WARRIORS. To organise or join peaceful campaigns to express their concern about issues such
as factory farming sand eels to feed pigs and chickens that can feed naturally on food produced on the land.

Website Warriors can bring pressure to bear
on governments to pass laws to protect
dolphins and the marine environment.

Sand eels are the first step in the food
chain for many marine animals

Two To encourage dolphin watching and let adults and children alike experience personally the joy that just
watching dolphins in the wild can bring into their lives.

Three To entertain and educate the young with a series of fictional stories about a lovable, mischievous
dolphin named Dilo (pronounced “DeeLow”) written by Horace Dobbs from the dolphin‟s point of view.
And at the same time to make the readers aware of the threats to which the dolphins may be exposed.
The Dilo books have been translated into many languages.
When the first book Dilo and the Call of the Deep was translated into
Japanese by Sakae Fujiwara, Shizuko phoned Horace and told him that the
book was so sensitively and poetically translated it made her cry.

FIRST EDITION of Dilo and the
Call of the Deep in English
published in 1994
Dilo and the Call of the Deep in
Japanese published in 1996

Note from Editor: In the next DOLPHIN MAGAZINE Melanie will
report on the genesis of IDEAL and how it is leading education into
the future.
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EDUCATION

Delfino Awarded Accreditation to bring dolphins
into the classroom
On 17th December 2010, Delfíno - non profit
organization, was awarded accreditation by the
Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic.
Accreditation was granted to develop the project
IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education and Learning)
in teaching. The main method that is used in teaching
is artefiletics.
This method interconnects drama, music, movement and visual art. What is
important is free will in a child's speech.
This Accreditation has opened the door to the kindergarten and primary schools in the Czech Republic.
As a priority, Delfíno support the teaching of foreign languages in kindergarten. Another aim is the
interconnection of intergenerational cooperation: Seniors - students children.
Delfíno has a wide range of aims, visions and plans: “We believe that
gradually we will fulfil them all - along with the dolphin love, wisdom and
support.
Dolphins are our great teachers. They give us the strength, transmit the
ideas, and lead our steps. They open doors to a new and pure world."

Dolphins in Kindergarten, Liberec, Czech Republic
Since November Mrs. Valpurga Hozáková, Founder of Delfíno, has worked at a
Kindergarten, Korálek, in Liberec Czech Republic, as a support worker for foreign
language instruction. Lessons take place in three classes; one of them is for special
needs children.
Children are actively involved in all activities and enjoy
learning a lot. All instruction is thematically focused on
the underwater world. The day with children begins with
a game such as finding the same images. Then the
children listen to a fairytale or a story from which they
paint pictures. While telling the story children are actively
involved. While listening to the sounds of whales and
dolphins they do relaxation exercises.
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Children can take pictures home with them and Parents
learn about their activities. Children love dolphins and are
always looking forward to the next lesson.

Dilo and the Witch of Black Rock
By Horace Dobbs

This an exciting children‟s story in which Dilo gets
captured and taken to a dolphinarium.
The reader then looks at captivity from a dolphin‟s point
of view before Dilo is set free by Debra - the heroine of
the book.
This book can be purchased through the online Dolphin
Shop http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html

INSPIRATION
Orgonphin creation helps to raise money to assist with education
Let me introduce myself. I´m an ORGONPHIN and my name is
Fino.
I was created for the on-line benefit auction for Delfino, nonprofit association from the Czech Republic, to help children in
Education.
Fino was created whilst being inspired by
dolphin pictures and sounds

After one month, in December 2010 I travelled to the winner of
this auction and money raised was used to purchase a "Dilo
dolphin silk cocoon" for children of a kindergarten in village
Bily Kostel (means White Church) which is in the area suffered from floods during last summer. In the Dilo
cocoon children feel safe and cocooned in dolphin bliss and provides special place to compliment quiet
educational activities.
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In my core is a rock-crystal which was charging long time under the summer sun ...and amethysts which
were charging under the summer stars shine. My heart is made of semi-precious stones, artificial limpid
crystal resin and copper and brass filings. I was created while the sounds of dolphins were singing, and I
bring a reflection of their energy...My skeleton is made of copper wire, skin of pure soft sheep's fleece and
fibres of pure silk.
My mission is to clean, heal and harmonize all energy which is closer to me then 6 meters, especially
personal energy field of human beings.
I came into being through the INSPIRATION of dolphins, Dilo, IDW newsletters, texts
and books of Horace Dobbs and Founders of the non-profit organization Delfíno from
the Czech Republic (Valpurga and Dana).

Orgonphin Fino was created by Jitka Hausnerova from the Czech Republic. She creates
similar orgonphins and sells it on her web sites www.silmarino.cz. Everybody has a chance to order similar
one for £106 GBP including the costs of shipping.
Orgonphins are always custom made for
each client, size are usually 20 cm. To
create one orgonphin takes at least 3
weeks.
The next International auction of an
orgonphin will be announced during the
spring on www.silmarino.cz and your participation is welcome. Money
raised will be used as a donation for Delfino‟s educational projects based
on IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education and Learning) for children in kindergartens and schools. It is a
unique way to own an orgonphin and at the same time help children in Education – INSPIRED BY THE
DOLPHINS.

ART BY SUZETTE TALBOT inspired by the Ocean and Dolphins
Inspired by the ocean and dolphins, Suzette Talbot lives in
Lanzarote and paints dolphins on driftwood. A German tourist
loved her work and persuaded a publisher in Munich to publish
a book of Suzette's stories and pictures and exhibited them at
the Frankfurt Book Fair. Suzette und das Gluck der Delphine
was followed by an equally beautifully produced notebook
illustrated with Suzette's paintings.

Suzette’s Message
In 1996 I had the good fortune to swim with wild dolphins.
This amazing experience became my inspiration to paint more and more. Like the sea
travelled wood I was painting on; my life was starting another journey. I met many
like minded people through my work. That gave me the opportunity to travel to many places and more and
more wonderful encounters with wild Dolphins. I was very touched by part of an article written about me by
Dr. Horace Dobbs Founder of International Dolphin Watch:
"Suzette confirms one of the most important discoveries of my life. Namely that it is possible to recreate the
spiritual essence of dolphins that touches and transforms the human soul. I realized this when I first saw one
of her paintings on a small piece of drift wood. For me it captured the gentle uplifting side of dolphins which
I had experienced during quiet moments with them in the open sea."
Life had started to flow to give me the most amazing surprises. I would love to think I can pass this feeling
of love and joy through my paintings and stories I am now writing. To help others who might feel inspired
to change their life for whatever reason; to trust and believe in their own inner knowledge and so fulfill their
dreams.
To find out more about Suzette and her work visit: http://www.suzette-lanzarote.com/ .
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ACTION
TO SAVE DOLPHINS IN JAPAN
Japanese Fisherman changes from
Dolphin Hunting to Dolphin Watching
Report from Yumiko, International Dolphin Watch Correspondent:

At an event in Tokyo, 19th January 2011, Captain
Ishii (President of Dolphin Watching in Futo), in the
presence of media and guests, talked about the
reasons why he abandoned the dolphin hunt and
founded a dolphin watching programme in Futo.
Mr. Ishii is 3rd from the right
in this photograph

1996 Mr. Ishii believed that "the dolphin hunt was their pride and there was nothing guilty with it." He
believed that "the creatures fooling around the sea was the gift from heaven " He said so to the Japanese TV
crews and many other fishermen all over Japan called him to thank him.
After that he found the Ito Fishing Union tried to conceal the illegal Pilot whale hunts. The pilot whale hunt
was forbidden that time but they finally killed more than 20 whales and only reported killing 2 whales to the
Fishery Agency. Mr. Ishii was annoyed about their dishonesty and he suggested they should be honest
about the whales they were killing but nobody agreed with him. So he sent letters and faxes to many other
Fishing Unions, suggesting they should be honest and be proud of their job together but as a result he was
isolated. He believed they tried to destroy him and deprive him of his license and as a result was ostracized
by his entire town. The Fishery Agency regarded Mr. Ishii as "publicity stunt for the next election for the
president of the agency"
2002 Mr. Ishii abandoned the dolphin hunt and turned to the dolphin watching with his boat. He also
attended the IWC meeting, Shimonoseki, Japan this year.
In September 2002 a Sperm whale appeared from the sea and came close to his boat with many foreign
guests. He said " I shall never forget the scene - it was like the sperm whale was delighted” and this cheered
him up.
2003 Ric O'Barry visited Futo to meet Mr. Ishii.
2004 Ito Fishing Union killed only 4 bottlenose dolphins because of violent bashing by foreign medias.
2005 Mr. Ishii was invited to Los Angeles as a guest.
Mr Ishii has seen the dolphin hunt since he was 3 years old. He helped the hunt since he was a junior high
school student to get a daily allowance (even a school boy could get the money from a hunt in Futo at that
time!)
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He saw the dolphins crying when they died and that upset him for long time.
He thinks by continuing his dolphin watching tours it will help stop the dolphin hunt if he could spread the
word. But he says he has met some people doing dolphin watching and he doesn't want to become a man
doing it only for money.
The dolphin hunt in Futo started in mid-1800 and dolphin hunting in Ito started in mid-1600. Both towns
have not had dolphin hunting for a long time but the local fishermen still hope to start it again.
There were more than 2000 people coming to get on Mr. Ishii's dolphin watching trips but recently there are
less than 300 people a year. He says he also needs to do squid fishing at night to cover necessary expenses.
(The squid price is only \100 per kg.). But he believes what he is doing will lead to save the dolphins and he
also believes he will be reborn as a dolphin after death (this is the rumour between the fishermen!)
When asked what he thought on the subject of keeping dolphins in Captivity, Mr Ishii said “I think it is not
right to use dolphins in captivity for entertainment. If people who want to heal themselves, they should visit
the wild ocean to meet dolphins. Only dolphins in the wild ocean can heal people. Captured dolphins are
sick and they cannot heal nor entertain people”.
The orca that was captured by Taiji fishermen and held in a small pen was sold to Nagoya city at 500000000
(about $60,000,000). The average price of orca for seaquariums in Japan is about 100000000 ($12,000,000)
and still they ask for more orca from Taiji fishermen now.

Message from Leah Lemieux in Taiji
The Sea Runs Red – Situation Critical, 18th January 2011
I took this footage a few hours ago at The Cove in Taiji Japan.
If you have any way of getting this to the media please do.
Please watch (however difficult it is to see) and help raise awareness:
http://www.youtube.com/user/delfinusdelphis#p/a/u/0/dY2Fd9eQGZE
My book REKINDLING THE WATERS: The Truth About Swimming With Dolphins, is available NOW!
For more info check out: www.RekindlingTheWaters.com.
Postscript: my video from the horrible dolphin slaughter of January 18th made it onto Associated Press
Japan and Sting talking with Ric O'Barry in Toky o supports our work!
Still a long way to go raising awareness for dolphins in Japan, but this is good!

Sting Voices his Hope for Respectful Debate
January 19, 2011 by Ric O'Barry, Earth Island Institute

In Japan, Sting voices his hope for respectful debate on killing dolphins.
I have always been a Sting fan, so when he and his beautiful wife Trudie introduced
themselves to me at the Sundance Film Festival premiere of The Cove, I was floored.
They offered to do what they could to help. I have to tell you a lot of people say that,
but don‟t always follow through. Well, Sting is the real deal. He really came through
for us last night. When I heard he was coming to Japan I asked him if he would speak
out on the issue. He agreed, and asked to meet some of our Japanese supporters. I
took Kiki Tanaka, who has been working tirelessly with us on this campaign, and
newcomer Yasuo Kasaya. Yasuo works for his father, who serves in the Japanese
cabinet and has received the Emperor‟s highest medal of service.
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Sting also gave us permission to bring a journalist with us to document the meeting so we invited Yuri
Kageyama, who has written extensively about the issue. I couldn‟t be more thankful that Sting was willing
to go on record. It's so hard to keep an issue like this in the media, and his involvement last night helped us
keep the story alive. And, more importantly, I thought he gave a strong message of unity. He didn‟t issue
blanket statements of condemnation. He understands this issue needs to be discussed and debated
within Japan, and that we all need to be respectful and kind to one another. I can't thank him
enough.
“TOKYO — Sting wants to help save dolphins still being brutally slaughtered in Japan, but says the best
way is by starting a debate, not by forcing foreign opinion”.
Here‟s a link to Yuri‟s Associated Press story:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/01/19/sting-ric-obarry-dolphins_n_810863.html

Japanese Protestors at the Cove
Despite an intense campaign of misinformation and intimidation against The Cove in Japan, six brave
women come forward to voice their opposition to the dolphin slaughter and the sale of mercury
contaminated meat.
“What we had here were the modest seeds of gentle change, born of
quiet courage and simple compassion. This may be the birth of true
Japanese grassroots for the dolphins, without any bells and whistles.
These determined women came from as far away as Osaka and even
Tokyo to show with their presence, their determination to see the
dolphin hunt end,” For more information, click here:
http://savejapandolphins.org/blog/post/some-good-news-ademonstration-by-japanese-in-taiji-against-the-dolphin-sla

Worldwide Day of Action in Germany
for the Dolphins of Taiji, Japan
Photos from Ronald Blom - No more dolphin slaughters in Taiji Japan - people in line for their signature.
Many people want to stop dolphin and whale slaughters.

On Saturday, January 15th, 2011, the Group HUMANS FOR DOLPHINS AND WHALES organized a day
of action against the annual drive hunt and carnage of dolphins in the cove
of Taiji (Japan). The event took place in Schadowplatz,
Düsseldorf, Germany.
To watch the video visit:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=on-l0laoeHA&hd=1
Copyright/source:
http://www.facebook.com/l/97b8ajbPDP5C_2ss0yjJCnxRX7Q;center.tv/duesseldorf
http://www.facebook.com/l/97b8aPrQT0oaqPyGy_yafnJXr8Q;www.centertv.de/

Up to 20,000 dolphins are killed and many are captured
for sale to dolphinaria each year between October and
April. "The animals are rounded up in the cove. Dolphin trainers make their
pick and the rest of the dolphins are slaughtered, in the truest sense of the word.
The water turns blood red. Increasingly, access to the area is denied. To prevent
documentation of the massacre, no one is allowed to come close to this cove
any longer." Using the web address shown, you will find more information on
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the dolphin hunt in Japan as well as on whale and dolphin protection. *Many thanks to Miriam Shahd for the
translation. "Worldwide Day of Action for the Dolphins of Taiji Japan" Düsseldorf, Samstag den 15 Jan.´11
Beitrag von center.tv/duesseldorf copyright http://www.centertv.de/

NOTE: As well as Düsseldorf, this action took place worldwide
in 28 cities in 13 countries.

ACHIEVEMENT
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society - Report from Taiji
4th January 2011
As many of you already know, last night held some activity. Misty, the dolphin
that has taken the world by storm, was moved out of his filthy algae-ridden tank
and placed in another tank with an estimated five other dolphins. Granted that
Misty is now in a cleaner tank with other dolphins to provide him with mental
and physical stimulation, his fight is far from over.
Due to my interview with the vet at Dolphin Base, we knew that Misty was
scheduled to be moved within the next few days. We had a continuous watch at Dolphin Base, and were
therefore able to be on location when they started moving Misty. The Dolphin Base staff waited until late in
the evening to execute the move. Misty was transported from one tank to the other in the dark. Fortunately,
the Sea Shepherd Cove Guardians and Save Japan Dolphins were able to obtain footage of the move.
Misty was first introduced to the world by the Cove Guardians less than a week ago. In these short five
days, the world united and proved that each and every one of us has Misty’s best interest in mind.
Supporters from around the world called, e-mailed, and questioned the treatment of this dolphin, and it
made a clear difference. In fact it made such a large impact, that the staff at Dolphin Base went as far as
to inform me of the amount of calls and e-mails they were receiving. I find it truly incredible that people
from different cultures, different generations, and different walks of life can come together for something
they believe in, or fight for something they believe is wrong. My species never ceases to amaze me.
Update: 5 th January
For an update and to watch the video of Misty in the new tank see
http://www.seashepherd.org/dolphins/report-from-taiji-january-5.html
Misty’s move and improved condition is a huge step in the right direction. Again, it is proof
that people can come together to make change happen. Let’s continue to stand tall together
and change the plight of the entire dolphin population at Dolphin Base,
and at dolphinariums around the world.
Although this is a small victory in the fight against captivity, we need to keep in mind that Misty and the
other dolphins are still fighting for their lives. They are still slaves in the entertainment industry with a
drastically shortened lifespan. We ask that you please continue to contact Dolphin Base with questions of
why this is being allowed to happen and concerns for the wellbeing of these animals.
Spread the word. Raise awareness. Speak out. We have already proven that together, we can make a
difference. Dolphin Base: from the U.S. dial: 81-0735-59-3514 or e-mail: info@dolphinbase.co.jp
Thank you to the citizens of Japan who are weighing these issues and beginning to take a stand to solve
them. Thank you to everyone who is on the frontlines of this war. This is a war to save ourselves from
ourselves. Without your calling and writing to Japanese embassies and your own governments, there will be
no change. Keep it up!
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THE CAPTIVITY ISSUE
Divers from the European conservation organisation, The
Black Fish, in September 2010 cut the nets of six holding
pens in Taiji, Japan, that were holding dolphins caught
during a dolphin drive hunt a few days earlier. During this
hunt a number of dolphins were selected for the
international dolphinarium trade and transferred to these
holding pens. In rough weather conditions the divers swam
out and cut the nets of six of these holding pens, allowing
a number of dolphins to swim back out to sea. No arrests
were made.
Every year, between September and April, the sea around the fishing village of Taiji on the east coast of
Japan turns red as it becomes the scene of one of the biggest mass slaughters of marine wildlife in the world.
The dolphin drive hunt, which recently made global headlines through the Oscar winning documentary 'The
Cove', is responsible for capturing and killing over 2,000 dolphins of Japan's annual quota of 20,000.
Fishermen drive the dolphins from sea into a cove, where some animals are selected for dolphinariums while
the others are killed for their meat.
The Black Fish and other marine conservation and animal welfare organisations run ongoing campaigns to
push for the closure of the remaining dolphinariums in Europe, where some of the dolphins caught at Taiji
inevitably end up. Dolphinariums are already banned in United Kingdom. The Black Fish believes that it is
unacceptable to keep dolphins, orca's and other marine wildlife in captivity, given the vast areas which these
animals normally inhabit, the miserable and squalid conditions under which they are often kept and the
stress that public performances put on them.
Co-founder of The Black Fish, Wietse van der Werf, explains about their decision to intervene: "The
connection between the dolphin entertainment industry and this annual drive hunt can no longer be denied.
To be successful in our campaigns in Europe we need to get to the root of this illegal trade, which is right at
Taiji."
The Black Fish is aware of the sensitivity surrounding the hunt at Taiji this year. With an international
media spotlight on the Japanese dolphin hunts, tensions within the country have heated up and Japanese
nationalists have seized the opportunity to defend this 'traditional' activity. While we acknowledge that
change also needs to come from within Japanese society, we vow to continue to work for the protection of
these defenceless dolphins and push to make dolphinariums and the drive hunts which supply them history.
For further information visit http://www.theblackfish.org/news/the-black-fish-cuts-nets-in-taiji.html

Killer Whale Nami Dies in Captivity
http://theorcaproject.wordpress.com/2011/01/16/killer-whale-nami-diescaptivity/

The Orca Project – raising awareness of the captive Orca
industry
The Orca Project is saddened by the passing of yet another captive orca.
Nami, a female killer whale died on Friday, January 14, 2011 in a
Japanese marine park known as the Port of Nagoya Public Aquarium.
She was 28 years young and was the last surviving orca captured in
Japanese waters.

Nami at Port of Nagoya Aquarium August 2010~
(photo courtesy Chunichi Shimbun news, Japan)
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According to reports published by the Nagoya Port Foundation and the Japanese newspaper Chunichi
Shimbun, Nami lost her appetite, was losing weight and became sick in late December and was moved to a
medical pool on January 11. She was undergoing 24-hour care and medical treatment until she passed away
at 7:24 pm on January 14. Preliminary reports indicate that she was suffering from Ulcerative Colitis, an
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), which is a general name for diseases that cause the intestine to become
inflamed. Many factors can lead to Ulcerative Colitis attacks, including respiratory infections and physical
stress. A necropsy is planned and The Orca Project will share those results when they become available.
In October of 1985, Nami (also known as Nami-chan) was barely 3 years old when she was captured off the
coast of Taiji, Japan along with Goro, a younger male orca, and both were sent to the Taiji Whale Museum.
One month after their capture, Goro was sold to Nanki Adventure World in Japan where he spent 19 years in
captivity until his death from pneumonia on January 21, 2005.
Nami remained at the Taiji Whale Museum for 24 years in an enclosed sea pen at the seaside marine park
until June 19 of last year when she was sent by barge on a 23-hour journey to the Port of Nagoya Public
Aquarium to become a part of a breeding program in conjunction with Kamogawa SeaWorld. The only other
orca to reside at the Port of Nagoya, a female named Ku, arrived on a breeding loan from the Taiji Whale
Museum in October, 2003. She died nearly 5 years later on September 19, 2008 from heart failure. She
never bore a calf via artificial insemination (AI) during her time at Nagoya. Nami was to take over where
her former tank-mate Ku had left off. It is unknown if the planned attempts at AI began prior to Nami‟s
death. Unfortunately, her life was cut short and her death shows the lengths marine parks are willing to go to
in their attempt to keep the marine mammal entertainment industry alive and profitable… but in the process,
innocent lives continue to be sacrificed.

FREE DOLPHINS 2 CARTOON
The second EDUCATIONAL cartoon by Yumiko
is now available on You Tube:
http://www.youtube.com/user/FreeDolphins2010?f
eature=mhum#p/a/u/0/Veh9YZt7dfc
Photo of Yumiko (holding previous
DOLPHIN Magazines) and her husband
Takashi with Ric OBarry.
FREE DOLPHINS 1 CARTOON
Can be seen in the November 2010 issue of this Magazine

Richard (Ric) O'Barry (born c. 1941) was first recognized in the 1960s for capturing and
training the five dolphins that were used in the well-known TV series Flipper. O'Barry made
a radical transition from training dolphins in captivity to assertively combating the captivity
industry soon after Kathy, one of the Flipper dolphins, died. According to O'Barry, she died
in his arms in what he believed was a suicide.
Directly following Kathy's death, O'Barry released his first dolphin from a sea pen holding
off the island of Bimini. Then in 1970, on the first Earth Day, he founded the original
Dolphin Project with the primary goal of releasing dolphins from captivity.
O'Barry was featured in The Cove, a film that uses covert techniques to expose the yearly
dolphin drive hunting that goes on in Taiji, Japan.
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RESEARCH
A Closer Encounter – when two minds meet
NEW DVD

This NEW DVD can be purchased for £12.50 online from
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html and is available in PAL and NTSC formats.

Dolphins have emotions and grieve
Mourning dolphin carries dead calf around harbour
News – NZHerald.co.nz, 18th January 2011
A female dolphin carrying a dead calf has been spotted
swimming in Whangarei Harbour, New Zealand.
Northland orca researcher and whale expert Ingrid Visser was
on the water last Thursday and managed to take photos of the
female dolphin, known as Potato, with the dead calf.

Photo / Orca Research Trust
An adult female dolphin with a dead calf
in the Whangarei Harbour.

"The dead baby was very decomposed, most bones gone, blubber floating at the surface when she stopped
carrying it, for moments only. She was carrying it on her dorsal fin, across her pectoral fins and across her
tail flukes," Dr Visser said.
The dolphin managed to travel up to 8 knots and went to the bow of Dr Visser's boat at one stage.
"There is concern for her in terms of the decomposition of the carcass - having it near her eyes, mouth and
blowhole when it is full of bacteria is not a good option."
Dr Visser said they could only get close during the two hours they tracked the dolphin.
The bond between female dolphins and their calves is known to be very strong.
It is not known whether the dead calf was Potato's or not.
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Bay of Islands dolphin guide, Jo Halliday, said Potato was well known and was spotted in the Bay in
December.
Ms Halliday, who works on the Fullers Great Sites boat, Tutunui, said dolphins grieved over the loss of a
calf and while it was not uncommon for them to carry decaying offspring, actually seeing them was heartwrenching.
"This behaviour is part of their grieving process and it's their emotional side coming out."
Ms Halliday said the gestation period for a dolphin was up to 11 months and once born the group would
look after the calf.
A calf could suckle its mother for up to three years.
By Kristin Edge – Northern Advocate

Orca Research Trust

Dr. Ingrid N Visser
Founder & Principal Scientist, Orca
Research Trust
Born in New Zealand, Dr Visser remains the only researcher
specializing in orca in New Zealand waters.
Her research officially began in 1992 when she embarked on her lifelong dream to study the orca.
Since then she has worked with orca not only around New Zealand, but also in the waters of Antarctica,
Argentina and Papua New Guinea.
Whilst travelling aboard eco-tourism ships or on private expeditions, she has also contributed to orca
research projects in the Kamchatka region of Russia; Washington, Alaska and British Colombia off North
America as well as Iceland (where she worked with the team releasing “Keiko” the star of the Free Willy
movies).
Her work has appeared in various magazines and on numerous documentaries made for TV. She has written
two children‟s books as well as an autobiography “Swimming with Orca” which was a finalist in the 2005
NZ Montana Book Awards.
Dr Visser‟s research does not receive Government or University funding, but is run through the non-profit,
Orca Research Trust, a New Zealand registered Charity.
Dedicated to protecting the orca, Dr Visser believes in making science „consumable‟ for the general public
and as such she is often seen out in the community giving talks about these incredible apex predators.
For further information visit: http://www.orcaresearch.org/
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FRIENDS OF IDW - LETTERS TO THE EDITOR


Educational for all
children of the
World

Dear IDW
For your interest...we have to restrict excessi ve
recreational boat and jetski use within the
dolphins’ realm:

Dolphin calf death sparks anger
among tourist operators

Dear Jackie,
Thank you so much for sending
me the preview of DOLPHIN
Magazine December 2010.
I think this DOLPHIN magazine
is so educational! It should be
read by all children of the world
so that children have an interest
in the dolphins, especially in
their earlier years. This
magazine is enjoyable and full
of dreams for children.
"Dilo" is so cute and adorable,
and the "Dilo" books are so
much fun!
For the dolphins and whales
Yumi



By Mariza O'Keefe
(From AAP, 7 t h January 2011)

THE killing of a dolphin calf off a Victorian beach has
led to tourist operators calling for more protection for
the mammals from boats and jet-skies over summer.
A two-month-old dolphin was found dead on the Portsea
Back Beach south of Melbourne last week.
The baby dolphin had suffered significant internal injuries,
most likely caused by a boat or jet-ski, authorities said.
Director of Moonraker Dolphin Swims in nearby Sorrento,
Torie Mackinnon, said only last week she witnessed a
"horrific" incident in which more than 20 jet-skiers were
driving at a group of dolphins and their calves just off
Rye.
"It was the worst thing I have ever seen," she said.
"We saw children jumping off their jet-skies onto pods of
dolphins trying to grab their fins as they were swimming
away. Some of the dolphins we have seen are less than
five days old."
DolphinCare Africa http://www.dolphincare.org/
Email: admin@dolphincare.org

Heavenly Dolphin Tour with Ocean’s Essence
Swimming with wild dolphins is a dream you can now make a reality
in beautiful Ponta D’Ouro, Mozambique.
Join us from Saturday 12th to Thursday 17th of February for our Heavenly Dolphins tour.

5 nights and 6 days of white sands, warm ocean, fantastic summer weather
and best of all...swimming with wild dolphins!
Bookings close soon - so don't miss out!
Email: michelle@oceansessence.com

website: www.oceansessence.com
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Invitation from Ginger Gilmour
Blessings and Beauty
As some of you will know, since the sale of Old Bilsham Farm in September, Ginger has been taking an
extended sabbatical in Maui, refocusing and having time away from the daily practical and financial
demands of running a large property and business while being on a quest to listen to the silence that has been
calling. This time has proved to be a wonderful opportunity for her to simply BE. To allow more time to
contemplate the question: 'Who am I?'
Ginger feels that it has furthered her creative vision to reflect upon the inner beauty of what lies innate
within and then create in order to understand. As a result, a triptych of new paintings called 'Messengers of Beauty'
has emerged which will be ready for her forthcoming exhibition at the ART PEOPLE GALLERY in San
Francisco. The vision of this exhibition is to create a story of relationship between her sculptures and her
paintings which seeks to reveal the hidden world of the Beauty of the soul through the ethereal dance of
light, colour and form. She says: 'My intention is for my work to uplift, heal and nurture the viewer in a
way that expresses the archetypal power of art to touch the heart through Inner Beauty. The exhibition
opens on 1 February and runs until 28 February.

For all those who seek and
love Beauty
An invitation to the exhibition is warmly
extended to each and every one of you.
The gallery is a wonderful space and
ambience for Ginger's art and promises to
offer an experience which will touch
many people's hearts. Please feel free to
pass this on to others who may be
interested and in San Francisco. Ginger
would love to meet you at the Art People
Gallery. Other pieces on exhibit will
include the paintings Spiritual Sun, Heart 2 Heart,
Cosmic Entanglement, Path of Return, Two Angels & a
Woman and the sculptures Kwan Yin, Humanitarian
Heroes, Sacred Vow, Angelic Whisper, Angel of Might, Aeriel,

all of which may
be seen at Ginger's website:
Contemplation and a host of Angels

http://www.gingerart.net.
For as Food nourishes the body,
Beauty nourishes the Spirit.
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods
Serialisation
Chapter 17
(Continued from the December 2010 Magazine)
17. Giant grouper
DILO CONTINUED ON HIS MORNING JOURNEY. He
swam above a large cave. On the rocks was a starfish. It was
browsing, moving very, very, very slowly. Dilo was curious.
He nudged the starfish. To his surprise it fell off and floated
gently downwards. Like a falling leaf it zigzagged from side
to side.
Dilo watched it descend. As it dropped in front of the cave a
giant fish appeared. Dilo recognised the huge eyes. It was
Lord Marmaduke.
Dilo could feel Lord Marmaduke‟s big eye watching him.
The grouper didn‟t retreat. Hardly moving it hung in the
entrance to the cave. The dolphin could feel Rema
tightening her grip.
“That grouper might not attack you, but it could eat me,” she
whispered in a frightened voice.
Dilo remembered what his mother had told him about
Page 84

groupers. “They won‟t harm you,” she had said. “They
patrol the reefs. They feed on flatfish, crabs and urchins.”

Let‟s go and watch a parrot fish. Or play with a sealion.”
Still Dilo did not respond.

Dilo decided not to tell Rema something else he had been
told. “I‟ll give her a little fright. She‟ll think I‟m being
foolhardy again,” he chuckled to himself.

Lord Marmaduke‟s gill slits opened. To Rema‟s amazement,
out of one of them fluttered the little fish, safe and sound.
Then the plucky fish pecked at the gill cover as it closed.

Lord Marmaduke continued to hang, still as a stone, at the
entrance of his cave, wondering what to do next. A little
fish, brightly striped, also watched the grouper from the
rim of his lair. Then, fluttering like a flag in the wind, the
fish swam fearlessly towards Lord Marmaduke. It hovered
right in front of the giant‟s mouth.

“That fish is either courageous, or utterly mad,” commented
Rema. “Now it‟s attacking his lordship.”
“No it‟s not,” said Dilo enjoying himself.
The little fish charged again at the grouper, apparently biting
the giant as hard as it could.

“That fish must be stupid,” Rema murmured to Dilo. “That
really is tempting fate.”

“This is a reef cleaning station. And that is a cleaner wrasse,”
said Dilo with authoritative self-satisfaction. “It is cleaning
up the big fish. Pecking off parasites before his lordship goes
Pagemorning
81
out for an early
swim.”

At that precise moment her words seemed justified. The
grouper slowly and deliberately opened its mouth. The
suckerfish watched in horror as the quivering, striped fish
disappeared inside the gaping jaws. The mouth shut.

The cleaner wrasse was indeed like a butler, giving his
master a brush down before he emerged from his mansion.

“Come on Dilo. Let‟s get out of here,” she cried, “I don‟t
want to be breakfast for that grouper, even if he is a lord.”

Rema was fascinated.
“Well that‟s what I call service. I hope you don‟t expect me
to do the same for you!” she remarked.

Dilo didn‟t move.
“Please, Dilo,” she pleaded, “Can‟t we go somewhere

“I don‟t have problems with parasites. My only problem is
you being cheeky,” retorted Dilo.

safer.
Page 86

Page 87
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The tiny fish soon finished its cleaning duty. With a final
flurry of its quivering tail the dutiful wrasse darted away to
the edge of the cave to wait, like a barber, for the next
customer.

The dolphin was slightly taken aback by this remark from
his passenger.

Spruced and clean, Lord Marmaduke finally moved.
Slowly he glided out of his lair onto the reef. It was time to
inspect his territory. Smaller groupers watched with wide
eyes as he passed by. They didn‟t blink - fishes never do.

“I suppose you‟re right,” commented Dilo reflectively.

“Not when you are playing one of your pranks on me, I
can‟t.”

Dilo and Rema were surprised when, a few moments later,
Lord Marmaduke returned. Dilo could tell the giant fish
was agitated. He was swimming much faster than when he
left. In fact he was most ungainly. Lord Marmaduke made
straight for his cave and swiftly disappeared into a safe,
dark recess at the back. Dilo knew instinctively that
something was wrong.

As he glided gracefully away a large parrot fish came into
view. It stopped at the cleaning station. Out popped the
cleaner wrasse and started work all over again.
“See that little guy over there,” said Dilo, indicating what
looked like another cleaner wrasse close to the rocks.
“That‟s the one you‟ve got to watch out for. It pretends it‟s
a cleaner wrasse. But it isn‟t. It‟s a false cleaner wrasse. It
darts out, bites a lump out of a fish like you, and then
rushes back to the rocks.”
“It seems you
disconsolately.

can‟t

trust

anybody,”

said

“You don‟t grow to that size unless you are wily and wise,”
Dilo‟s mother had told him.
Something had frightened the grouper. What was it?
As Dilo asked himself what had scared Lord Marmaduke
his question was answered.

Rema

Dilo heard the sound of a boat engine.

“You can trust me,” Dilo responded indignantly.

Page 89

“Oh no I can‟t,” retorted Rema.
Page 88

The next chapter will be in the February
2011 issue of DOLPHIN
The full version of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods, ISBN:
0-9541721-3-2 can be purchased through the IDW Shop:
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
IDW was founded in 1978 as a non profit organisation for the
observation, conservation and study of dolphins - especially their
relationship with humans.
Our aims and values have always been to make sure the seas and rivers
are clean, healthy and productive for the benefit of both humans and
dolphins; To respect the rights of dolphins to a free life in their
natural environment; To recognise that since earliest times, dolphins
have had an affinity with humans and allow this to evolve.
IDW has contributed to saving lives of countless dolphins and enabled
thousands to achieve their dreams of meeting dolphins, free in the
open sea.
Friends of International Dolphin Watch receive news and exchange
information on a host of topics via this monthly online magazine.
WE NEED YOUR HELP: Most of IDW’s activities are conducted by dedicated
volunteers. Nonetheless money is still needed to cover basic running
expenses.
Please help us continue doing what we do by making a
donation. You can do this by logging in to the Donation section of the
DOLPHIN SHOP http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html or by sending
your donation, payable to IDW, by post to: International Dolphin
Watch, 10 Melton Road, N.Ferriby, HU14 3ET, UK.

From the feedback we receive it is good to know the DOLPHIN Magazine is becoming
ever more appreciated around the world. Please continue to send us your news and
comments on articles.
OUR SLOGAN FOR 2011 IS EDUCATION, INSPIRATION, ACTION AND
ACHIEVEMENT.
WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF DOLPHIN LOVERS THAT
CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH WE SHARE.
If you would like to be added to the International Dolphin Watch database and receive notification when the
online Magazine goes live, please Email idw@talk21.com
Email your news and comments to me at jackieconnell@btinternet.com
Please spread the word and share this Magazine with friends and colleagues.
Jackie Connell

EDITOR
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